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Introduction
● Hypothesis : I think the opacity of crystals is determined by the temperature of 

the area around it
● So the water around the pom pom the hotter the water the more opacity
● I predict that the hotter the water the more opacity the colder the water less 

opacity 
● Opcity :the condition of lacking transparency or translucence 



                                                                 Problem and predictions 

I noticed the higher the temperature the better crystal because when you put the hot water into the salts the salts dissolve faster 
and make the reaction happen quicker. but keep it in the middle range so i would say about 100 degrees is the right temperature 
to get the most realistic crystal .



                                                                   procedures

● First you get all the ingredients Epsom salts, measuring cup,pom poms,food coloring (optional) , and a jar 
● You measure the right amount of epsom salts (i did 1 cup)
● I did a substrate solution =parts water and epsom salts 
● You pour hot water and epsom salts into the jar and stir (make sure it dissolves)
● You put the pom poms into the solution
● Put it into the fridge overnight and check in the morning  
● In the morning take the crystals out and put them on a plate 

Then your done .



I tried it one time with just tap water but then i tried it at different temperatures.

This was my 
first attempt.
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                                                   Discussion and interpretation

It was interesting to see the variation of different temperatures of when we had to dissolve the salts it took awhile for the 
colder waters to dissolve but it took the shorter time for the hotter water to dissolve . i liked learning about the substrate 
solution it was interesting to learn something new. When we were making the crystals when the crystallization happened in 
the hotter temperatures there was a lot but in the colder temperatures there was less crystallization.



                      Implications and ideas for future 

This project is important to the real world because if your trying to buy a piece of jewelry and wondering whats its made out 
of and the process of making the gem .



In arizona we have an annual gem and mineral show and i talked to the people there and i 
bought some crystals .

I talked to John, ronald and ashley. Today i'll only be talking about ashley because he told me the most.  ashley works for broken 
river mining in australia.   he looks for boulder opal;  but there are many kinds of opals.   there's crystal opal, volcanic opal, 
lightning ridge opal and amoka.  australia is famous for its opal.  boulder opal occurs within formation sandstone 
underneath a fault.  I talked to john about what makes color in amethyst and rose quartz.  what gives amethyst its amazing 
purple color is magnesium.  in rose quartz it’s aluminum and phosphorus. I went over to ronald and asked him what makes 
grape agate volcanic clay mineral. 



                  Pictures from the gem show



                                                          Closing 
Thank you for learning with me about how crystals are formed.  i hoped you enjoyed this 
journey along with me !
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